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r/EscapingPrisonPlanet • Posted by u/EsotericN1nja 2 months ago

Hi. Below you can find links to some very interesting posts and articles about people's psychedelic
experiences which indicate that this is place is either a soul farm, a prison planet, or both. I had saved
most of these in a document a while ago, so I decided to share them with y'all in this post.

Here's one of the most interesting articles on the internet about psychedelic experiences which indicate
that we're being farmed, confirming Robert Monroe's research and experiences out of body, what
certain shamans such as Carlos Castaneda have said about this place, information from many past life
regressions, etc. Link to the article.

Experiences with Magic Mushrooms:

Person has a series of out of body experiences after taking psychedelics (magic mushrooms +
LSD) which leads them to believe that there is some kind of reincarnation trap on Earth, that
parasitic interdimensional beings feed off of our suffering and that what most people call “God” is
a mistake. They also talk about the life review, the tunnel of light, fake family members, the grid
surrounding the earth and escaping the universe: Link to part 1, Link to part 2, Link to part 3.

Macro-dose of mushrooms causes person to see behind the veil: The karma system exists to
enslave us, reincarnation, memory wipe, loosh. Link to the post.

Person did magic mushrooms and saw that insectoid entities are harvesting our emotions. Link to
the post.

Person does 7 grams of shrooms, says that certain 'humans' are on a journey to assist others in
removing the AI (Artificial Intelligence) that have us trapped here. Technology like mobile phones,
TVs and computers are all energy draining tools which siphon and feed these negative AI beings.
We live in a simulation. Link to the article.

Person does shrooms to find out who controls this world, sees a group of Reptilian beings farming
people's negative emotions. Link to the post.

Person does mushrooms, the trip reveals we are being consumed. Link to the post.

Person takes a relatively high dose of mushrooms, faces human mortality hard, the
meaninglessness of life, its similarity to a prison. Then, all of a sudden, a mantid being appears in
their mind's eye and shuts the trip down. Link to the post.

Person does shrooms before they found out about the prison planet theory, sees an energy grid
surrounding the planet like a cage. Other person in the comments confirms seeing the grid while
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on mushrooms, and also saw an energy parasite attached to them (their energy body?). Link to
the post.

Experiences with DMT :

Person does DMT a bunch of times and concludes that entities feed off of our energy, senses that
the "God" people pray to is an evil entity and enslaver of humanity. He also sees that these beings
did not create our souls but created this planet as a prison planet for our souls. Link to the post.

DMT trips about temporarily leaving the matrix and finding out that we're living in a
matrix/prison. Link to the post.

Guy does DMT, feels pain in the genital area, then as soon as he closes his eyes he sees the cause
of his pain: two very dark silhouettes extracting fear, pain and sexual energy into some kind of
device, from his genital area. Link to the post.

Entities induce fear and arousal in a painful way, then proceed to feed on that energy. Link to the
post.

Person does shrooms to find out who controls this world, sees a group of Reptilian beings farming
people's negative emotions. This is a short mushroom trip report, but someone in the comments
wrote about their experience with DMT which happened before they found out about the soul trap
theory, this other person sees the tunnel of light, senses there's something sinister about it,
moves away from it and then a furious demon appears telling them that they are supposed to
enter it. Link to the post.

Person does DMT, sees themselves hooked up to something, says that something is siphoning
our energy. Link to the post.

Experiences with Salvia:

Person does 100x of Salvia, feels like he is seeing the underlying truth of this reality, sees the
reincarnation wheel, feels that he had been here for eternity and would always be here. Link to the
post.

The Samsara Wheel is run by a "joker" in the sky who forces humans to push it and induces horror
at the thought of the wheel stopping. Link to the post.
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